An important subject in black hole physics is to reveal thermal properties of various black holes. In order to study the Hawking effect [1] of a nonstationary black hole, Zhao and Dai [2] suggested a novel method of the generalized tortoise coordinate transformation (GTCT) which can give simultaneously the exact values both of the location and of the temperature of the event horizon of a non-stationary black hole. The GTCT method has been applied to investigate thermal radiation of scalar particles in the non-stationary Kerr black hole [3] and in the non-stationary Kerr-Newman black hole [4] .
However, it is very difficult to discuss on the evaporation of Dirac particles in the nonstationary axisymmetric black hole. The difficulty lies in the non-separability of the radial and angular variables for Chandrasekhar-Dirac equations [5] in the non-stationary axisymmetry spacetime. Though the Hawking effect of Dirac particles in the non-stationary Kerr black hole has been studied in Ref. [6] , the location and the temperature of the event horizon they obtained are only valid for the case of slow rotation and small evaporation [7] , because their ansatz of separating variables (11) to equation (10) in Ref. [6] , strictly speaking, is invalid in the most general case.
In this letter, we try to tackle with the thermal radiation of Dirac particles in the nonstationary Kerr space-time. It is shown that the location and the temperature of event horizon is just the same as that obtained in the case of the thermal radiation of KleinGordon scalar field in the non-stationary Kerr space-time, but the Fermionic spectrum of Dirac particles displays another new effect dependent on the interaction between the spin of Dirac particles and the angular momentum of black holes. This has not been reported in the previous studies yet.
The variable mass Kerr solution [8, 9] can be written in the advanced EddingtonFinkelstein system as
where ∆ = r 2 − 2M(v)r + a 2 , Σ =ρρ, in which ρ = r − ia cos θ,ρ is the complex conjugate of ρ, and v is the standard advanced time. The mass M depends on the time v, but the specific angular momentum a is a constant.
With the choice of a complex null-tetrad such that its corresponding directional derivatives are
and δ the complex conjugate of δ, one can obtain the following Dirac equation [5] 
where µ 0 is the mass of Dirac particles, the operators have been defined as
By substituting
into Eq. (3), they have the form
Eq. (4) can not be decoupled except in the case of Kerr black hole (M = const) [5] . However, to deal with the problem of Hawking radiation, one may concern about the behavior of Eq. (4) near the horizon only. Now, let us make a GTCT [2] 
where r H = r H (v, θ) is the location of the event horizon, and κ H is an adjustable parameter. All parameters κ H , v 0 and θ 0 are constant under the tortoise transformation.
Under the transformations (5), Eq. (4) can be reduced to
after being taken limits r → r H (v 0 , θ 0 ), v → v 0 and θ → θ 0 . In the above, we have denoteḋ
If the derivatives ∂ r * P 1 and ∂ r * P 2 in Eq. (6) are not equal to zero, the existence condition of non-trial solutions for P 1 and P 2 is that the determinant of Eq. (6) vanishes, which gives the following equation to determine the location of horizon
An apparent fact is that the Chandrasekhar-Dirac equations (4) could be satisfied by identifying Q 1 , Q 2 withP 2 , −P 1 , respectively. So one may deal with a pair of components P 1 , P 2 only. Now let us consider the asymptotic behaviors of the second-order equations for the two-component spinor (P 1 , P 2 ) near the event horizon. Given the GTCT in Eq. (5), the limiting form of the second order equations for P 1 , P 2 , when r approaches r H (v 0 , θ 0 ), v goes to v 0 and θ goes to θ 0 , reads
and
whereρ H = r H + ia cos θ 0 . We have used the L' Hôsptial rule to get a term involving the second-order derivatives denoted by the operator
One can adjust the parameter κ H such that it satisfies
which means the temperature of the horizon is
Using Eq. (6), Eq. (8) and Eq. (9) can be recast into the standard wave equation near the horizon in an united form
where
is the angular velocity of the event horizon of the evaporating Kerr black hole.
, C 2 (omitted here) and C 1 are all real constants,
] , for Ψ = P 1 ,
Now separating as Ψ = R(r * ) exp[λθ * + i(mϕ − ωv * )], one has
where C 0 = λC 3 + C 2 , λ is a real constant introduced in the separation of variables. The ingoing wave solution and the outgoing wave solution to Eq. (12), are respectively,
The outgoing wave Ψ out is not analytic at the event horizon r = r H , but can be analytically continued from the outside of the hole into the inside of the hole by the lower complex r-plane toΨ
The relative scattering probability at the event horizon is
Following the method of Damour-Ruffini-Sannan's [10] , the Fermionic spectrum of Hawking radiation of Dirac particles from the black hole is easily obtained
Equations (7) and (11) give the location and the temperature of event horizon of the variable-mass Kerr black hole, which depend not only on the advanced time v but also on the polar angle θ. They are in accord with that obtained from Klein-Gordon field equation [3, 4] . Eq. (19) shows the thermal radiant spectrum of Dirac particles in the non-stationary Kerr space-time, in which a residual term C 1 appears. The difference between Bosonic spectrum and Fermionic spectrum is that C 1 is absent in the spectrum of Klein-Gordon scalar particles. Also C 1 vanishes when a black hole is stationary or has a vanishing angular momentum.
In conclusion, the C 1 term represents a new effect in the spectrum of Dirac particles, which is absent from the spectrum of Klein-Gordon particles. This new effect maybe arise from the interaction between the spin of Dirac particle and the evaporating black hole.
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